Resource

Resource is pleased to
welcome a new columnist.
Lisa Becking will be joining
Guido Camps and Vincent
Oostvogels in writing
columns for Resource. You
can read her first one on
page 11. Let’s introduce
Lisa...

an, researching how marine life such
as coral adapts in an environment
affected by climate change. ‘I haven’t
travelled since March,’ says Becking.
‘Covid-19 has forced us to find alternatives. Clearly, we academics could
fly less.’

‘I’m critical, but I also want
to show the funny side and
the beauty of things’

Becking is a tropical marine biologist
at Marine Animal Ecology (ASG) and
Wageningen Marine Research. She is
also on the board of the Young Academy (at KNAW). She does a lot of work
in Indonesia and the Dutch Caribbe-

Typical Dutch

In her Resource columns, she shares
the experiences of a ‘mid-career’
academic (her own words) on tenure
track. She writes with humour and a
hint of activism, looking at things from

a Wageningen angle and linking them
to broader issues. ‘I’m critical but I also
want to show the funny side and the
beauty of things so that people read
my pieces with a smile.’
Becking has considerable writing
experience, including as a columnist
for the Dutch daily, de Volkskrant. She
was also a founder of The Wageningen Young Academy’s book club ‘On
the same page’. In her spare time she
enjoys reading and photography. And
once the coronavirus restrictions are
over, she looks forward to going to an
art exhibition or a concert. For now,
she enjoys the street art in Amsterdam, where she lives. ‘I’m still discovering new places.’ tl

Lunch walk

Illustration Henk van Ruitenbeek

In my first meeting with my supervisor,
she invited me to join the WhatsApp
group Lunch Walk in our research
team. She said that the group is for
people who like to walk around Wageningen and get to know each other. So I
said ‘yes’ because I thought that would
be fun.

Until the time she
invited me for one
of these lunch
walks. I thought
we would talk
about ‘light’ topics outside work,
such as life, our
home towns, and
other personal
stuff. And to start
with, she did
indeed ask me
how I was doing
and raised other
light topics.
But then she started to talk about work
and my research. She mentioned different ideas to feed into my research
proposal. It took about 30 minutes and
during that time, I tried to remember the
main ideas, suggestions, and the to-do
list she gave me. I am used to taking
notes in a work meeting, so I thought

about getting out my phone and taking
notes while walking but it was difficult
because it was cold and I had to watch
where I was walking. So during the walk,
my brain worked hard to respond to her
ideas and
remember
‘The lunch walk
the discuswas mental as
sion points.
well as physical
When the
exercise’
walk - from
the Leeuwenborg building to the Hollandseweg,
the Bosweg and back - was finally over,
the first thing I did was to take notes
of all the things I could remember. So
now I know a lunchtime walk is not just
for fun. It is mental as well as physical
exercise :D
Do you have a nice anecdote about your
experience of going Dutch? Send it in! 300 words
max. Send it to resource@wur.nl and earn 25
euros and Dutch candy.

This Typical Dutch was sent in by Ibnu Budiman, a PhD candidate in the Social Sciences Group, from Indonesia.
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